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Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a growing worldwide public health problem resulting from the increasing number of patients with diabetes and hypertension, but also from the aging of the population. As the pathology associated with CKD appears to become more complex with age, it is essential to improve the prognosis of patients suffering from CKD by developing effective measures to prevent and control complications for the elderly.

The publication at hand makes a significant contribution to achieving this goal, with renowned Japanese scientists presenting their recent research results. Papers cover various aspects of CKD and related morbidities, ranging from dialysis- and access-related issues to bone disorders, tissue engineering, or hyperphosphatemia.

Due to the wide range of topics presented, this book will be of interest to readers in various clinical and research settings connected with the care for the elderly.
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Aims and Scope

Kidney Diseases aims to provide a platform for Asian and Western research to further and support communication and exchange of knowledge. Review articles cover the most recent clinical and basic science relevant to the entire field of nephrological disorders, including glomerular diseases, acute and chronic kidney injury, tubulo-interstitial disease, hypertension and metabolism-related disorders, end-stage renal disease, and genetic kidney disease. Special articles are prepared by two authors, one from Eastern and one from West, which compares, generates, epidemiology, diagnosis methods, and treatment options of a disease. Each issue of Kidney Diseases will be devoted to a particular topic, with invited opinion leaders contributing expert review articles on the subject chosen.

Submission

The Journal accepts invited Review Articles. Manuscripts written in English should be submitted to:
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CH–4009 Basel (Switzerland)
Tel. +41 61 306 15 29
Fax +41 61 306 14 34
E-mail kidderkarger.com

All manuscripts must be accompanied by a cover letter. Assurance should be given in the cover letter that the manuscript is not under simultaneous consideration by any other publication.

Invited Reviews

Invited Review Articles provide expert overviews of the latest clinical data and therapeutic regimens.

Length of Review Articles:
- max. 300 word abstract
- approx. 4,000 word main text
- 2 tables
- 3 illustrations
- approx. 50 references

Conditions

All manuscripts are subject to editorial review. Manuscripts are received with the explicit understanding that they are not under simultaneous consideration by any other publication. Submission of an article for publication, reproduction of an article for public use, or presentation of a paper at a conference implies transfer of the copyright from the author to the publisher upon acceptance. Accepted papers become the permanent property of Kidney Diseases and may not be reproduced by any means, in whole or in part, without the written consent of the publisher. It is the author’s responsibility to obtain permission to reproduce illustrations, tables, etc. from other publications.

Peer-Review Policy

Kidney Diseases is a peer-reviewed journal that uses a single blind peer-review. Our aim is to provide authors with fast and constructive feedback regarding their submitted manuscript. The Editor-in-Chief and the international Editorial Board ensure a thorough and fair peer-review and the highest scientific publishing standards. Submitted manuscripts are checked by the Editorial Office and forwarded to the Editor-in-Chief, who decides whether to accept/ reject or send the manuscript for review to at least two reviewers that can be members of the Editorial Board or external reviewers. Reviewers must have a recent publication record in the area of the submission, must not have published with the authors in the previous three years, and must not be from the same institution as the authors. The Editor-in-Chief makes a final decision on all papers submitted to the journal and is responsible to maintain high quality peer-review.
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Authors are required to disclose any financial (funding, stocks, patents, employment, honoraria, royalties) or non-financial (political, personal, professional) interests/relationships that may be interpreted to have influenced the manuscript. Conflicts of Interest Statements will be published at the end of the manuscript. If there is no conflict of interest, please state The authors declare no conflicts of interest.

Ethics

Research must comply with the guidelines for human studies and animal welfare regulations. Manuscripts reporting studies on human subjects should include evidence that the research was ethically conducted in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. In particular, authors must state in Statement of Ethics at the end of the manuscript that subjects (or their parents or guardians) have given their informed written consent and that the study protocol was approved by an appropriate ethics committee. All patients should be identified by numbers or aliases, not by their real names. For clinical trials, registration in a public trials registry at or before the time of first patient enrollment is a condition of consideration for publication. The trial registration number must be provided upon submission. Authors should also state that animal experimentation was approved by the appropriate institutional review body. Copies of these guidelines and policy statements must be available for review by the editors if necessary.

Plagiarism Policy

Whether intentional or not, plagiarism is a serious violation. We define plagiarism as a case in which a paper reproduces another work with at least 25% similarity and without citation. If evidence of plagiarism is found before/after acceptance or after publication of the paper, the author will be offered a chance for rebuttal. If the arguments are not found to be satisfactory, the manuscript will be retracted and the author sanctioned from publishing papers for a period to be determined by the responsible Editor(s).

Arrangement

The manuscript should conform to the following order: title page, abstract and key words, body, acknowledgments, references, figure legends, tables and figures. Manuscripts should be written in high-quality English suitable for effective communication to a professional medical audience. For authors whose native language is not English, use of a professional language editing service (http://www.karger.com/Resources/Authors) prior to submission can help to avoid delays with the review process. All pages, including the figure legends, should be numbered in sequence, and the first author’s name should appear at the upper right corner of each page. Papers not conforming to the journal style will be returned without review.

Title page: The first page of each paper should indicate a concise title of no more than 150 characters, all authors’ names (first name and surname), authors’ institutional affiliations, and a short title for use as running head.

Corresponding author: The exact postal address of author(s) to whom corresponding, proofs, and reprint requests should be sent, including the postal code, must be given at the bottom of the title page. Please also supply phone number and e-mail address.

Abstract of Review Articles: Should be divided into the following subsections: Background, Summary and Key Messages. The Background should provide a brief clinical context for the review and is followed by the Summary, which should include a concise description of the main topics covered in the text. The Key Messages encapsulate the main conclusions of the review. Submit the abstract on a separate page. The abstract should be less than 300 words.

Key words: Following the abstract, an alphabetical list of five key words that reflect the content of the paper should be given.

Footnotes: Avoid footnotes.

Tables and illustrations: Tables and illustrations (both numbered in sequential Arabic numerals) should be prepared as separate files. Tables require a brief and concise heading. Figures require a legend, prepared as a separate page, after references. Please use scale markers for electron micrographs, and indicate the type of stain used. For the reproduction of illustrations, only good drawings and original photographs can be accepted; negatives or photocopies cannot be used. Due to technical reasons, figures with a screen background should not be submitted. When possible, group several illustrations in one block for reproduction (max. size 180 x 223 mm) or provide crop marks. Electronically submitted b/w/half-tone and color illustrations must have a final resolution of 300 dpi after scaling, line drawings one of 800–1,200 dpi. References: In the text identify references by Arabic numerals [in square brackets]. Material submitted for publication but not yet accepted should be noted as [unpublished data] and not be included in the reference list. The list of references should include only those publications which are cited in the text. Do not alphabetize; number references in the order in which they are first mentioned in the text. The surnames of the authors followed by initials should be given. There should be no punctuation other than a comma to separate the authors. Preferably, please cite all authors. Abbreviate journal names according to the Index Medicus system. Also see International Committee of Medical Journal Editors: Uniform requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical journals (www.icmje.org).
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1st Vascular Access Scientific Meeting

Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre
29 - 30 April 2016
Queensland, Australia

This first dedicated Vascular Access meeting in Australia will provide an informative, thought-provoking and challenging Scientific Program and showcase the latest evidence and updates in vascular access along the continuum of care - from neonates to the elderly.

The program will include keynote presentations delivered by well respected and inspirational local and international speakers, as well as oral presentations, pre-meeting workshops and poster sessions.

This Inaugural meeting has been embraced by industry and sponsors include: Bard Access Systems, BD and CareFusion, GE Healthcare, Baxter and 3M. In addition another 12 companies have committed as exhibitors at the event.

This is a meeting no health care professional working in Vascular Access should miss!

To register or submit a presentation for consideration into the program visit the conference website:

avasasm.org.au
Where do we come from? Is our destiny determined by the genes we inherit? In this book Gottfried Schatz, the world-renowned biochemist and co-discoverer of mitochondrial DNA, gives lucid – albeit often surprising – answers to universal questions and takes the reader on a fascinating journey of discovery across the boundaries of scientific disciplines. With passion and a keen sense of wonder he draws on philosophy, cultural history and art to formulate his reflections on the mysteries of life. His essays will appeal not only to scientists but to all inquisitive minds, regardless of educational and professional background.
The American Journal of Nephrology is a peer-reviewed journal that focuses on timely topics in both basic science and clinical research. Papers are divided into several sections, including:

- Original reports, spanning clinical, basic and outcomes research
- In-depth topic reviews on specific topics selected by the Editor and Associate Editors
- Invited debates – selected on ‘hot topics’ determined by the editorial board

Responding to the ever increasing pace in research, the American Journal of Nephrology adheres to a very tight publication schedule: accepted papers appear online within 5–6 weeks of acceptance.
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The fifth revised edition of this highly successful book presents the most extensive enhancement since Using and Understanding Medical Statistics was first published 30 years ago. Without question, the single greatest change has been the inclusion of source code, together with selected output, for the award-winning, open-source, statistical package known as R. This innovation has enabled the authors to de-emphasize formulae and calculations, and let software do all of the ‘heavy lifting’.

This edition also introduces readers to several graphical statistical tools, such as Q-Q plots to check normality, residual plots for multiple regression models, funnel plots to detect publication bias in a meta-analysis and Bland-Altman plots for assessing agreement in clinical measurements. New examples that better serve the expository goals have been added to a half-dozen chapters. In addition, there are new sections describing exact confidence bands for the Kaplan-Meier estimator, as well as negative binomial and zero-inflated Poisson regression models for overdispersed count data.

The end result is not only an excellent introduction to medical statistics, but also an invaluable reference for every discerning reader of medical research literature.
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